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For nearly a century, Silicon Valley has been the leading hub for high-tech innovation and development in United
States, and also, something that many others try to emulate (http://knowledge.smu.edu.sg/article.cfm?
articleid=1300). Much of the Valley’s success is attributed to its high concentration of international creative talents,
which has enabled the region to reinvent itself through the years. What started out as an industrial base for radio
vacuum tube, microwave and semiconductor technology companies, has transformed into a hotspot for hardware
and software giants, as well as biotechnology and clean technology companies.
However, the Valley might not have become the success it is today without the support of a strong business
ecosystem. This idea that commerce keeps innovation afloat (and innovators fed) applies everywhere. Singapore has
a strong economy and a multicultural pool of researchers, but more can be done to bridge the gap between
technology and commercialisation, said Stanford University’s Professor William Miller. "There’s a lot of emphasis on
technology and a lot of research is being done in Singapore. What I think is missing, mostly, is how to turn
technology into businesses."
Miller, who gave a lecture at SMU’s Institute of Innovation and Entrepreneurship
(http://www.smu.edu.sg/institutes/iie/About%20IIE/Overview.asp), said, "In half the lifetime [of Silicon Valley], the
technology came from somewhere else. What the companies did was to take the technology, make them into
products, and turn them into businesses." The 84-year-old former provost of Stanford University was an adviser and
special limited partner of Mayfield Fund, one of the oldest venture capital firms that was active in the development
of Silicon Valley. He co-founded SmartValley, an initiative to facilitate high impact community projects, and he is co-
director of SPRIE, the Stanford Program on Regions of Innovation and Entrepreneurship. The illustrious academic has
even advised governments in China, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Singapore and Taiwan on national technology
policies.
Defining a habitat
Why should so much attention be paid to high-tech companies? They are, according to Miller, the growth engines of
the global economy, and so, any region or country that wants to be a part of this high-tech economy must put in
place a strong business, social and political environment to facilitate entrepreneurship and innovation. “Often, people
[who] come up with innovations are not the ones who carry on to start a business. Hence, it is important to have a
‘habitat’ to breed entrepreneurs, and that’s the challenge for many regions around the world,” he said.
But what constitutes the right kind of environment for promoting high-tech startups? According to Miller, a “high-
tech entrepreneurial habitat” needs to fulfil several criteria. For a start, the right institutions need to be in place.
Universities and research institutes can help link businesses and industries with research and development, while
specialised business services, such as lawyers and accountants, provide the necessary support that will enable
start-ups to focus on growing their businesses. Governments can facilitate entrepreneurship through business-
friendly policies, and of course, it helps if the economy has a pool of knowledgeable, risk-taking venture capitalists.
Environments that facilitate the growth of high-tech companies should also be well-connected to the world and
provide a high quality of life to attract creative talents, such as scientists, engineers and researchers, from around
the globe, Miller added. He noted that Singapore's high standard of living and strong global linkages to many parts of
the world puts the country at an advantage. “Global linkages are very important because innovation doesn’t just
happen in one place. If you look around the world, isolated places tend not to do so well because you need to link
up to opportunities abroad to innovate,” he said. In fact, a 1999 study found that 29% of the start-ups in the
Silicon Valley were started by either Chinese or Indian immigrants who brought with them linkages back home.
The right habitat should also have a combination of hardware and software industry clusters. Just as modern life
sciences benefitted from the contribution of physics and chemistry, interaction between industry clusters can drive
technology and research breakthroughs. But the most important condition, according to Miller, is that the
environment possesses the right attitude to business. A result-oriented, meritocratic environment will boost
productivity, he said. A flexible workforce – willing to move into big or small companies – will also help to grow the
industry. Additionally, the business climate needs to be tolerant of failure. “If you don’t have enough failures, you
are probably not trying hard enough; if your failure rate is too low, you are not experimenting enough,” said Miller.
A collaborative culture that encourages partnerships amongst government, non-profit organisations and businesses
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will encourage entrepreneurs to tap on wider networks of opportunities and resources. Miller, who has worked with
many non-profit organisations, said those organisations are great avenues that "connect people and ideas".
Universities too, he added, as they "carry out fundamental research; they also produce scientists and researchers".
But beyond imparting knowledge and skills to students, universities need to also cultivate high-tech entrepreneurs
who can manage technology effectively.
The ability to connect university research and new technologies to fulfil business needs is crucial. “For technology
transfer to take place, both the sender and the receiver must work together. It takes two to tango; to connect
research to product development,” Miller noted. That said, the availability of funds will always be a challenge for
aspiring high-tech entrepreneurs.
Venturing differently
Miller cautioned that the venture capital investment environment is never constant. For one, the pool of venture
capital has shrunk over the years, as opposed to during the dotcom era, when funds were practically asking start-
ups to take their money. As a result, many venture capital firms now have less money to invest and are a lot more
selective in where they park their funds. Software companies used to be “hot”, but now, newer industries such as
clean technology and biotechnology are seen to have higher growth potential, said Miller, who is the chair and co-
founder of two clean energy solutions companies, Nanostellar and Lumiette.
What is interesting though, is that despite the scaling down of venture capital funds and a more conservative
investment climate, start-ups are not starved of capital. Rather, according to recent surveys, investments in start-
ups have been growing slowly. “Venture capitalists are shying away from big ventures that require huge capital
investments,” he explained, “When you have huge funds, you would naturally go for later stage companies. But with
smaller funds, the tendency is for venture capitalists to invest in early stage enterprises.”
A connected business
While Silicon Valley, in a narrow sense, refers to a geographical area, its inhabitants and supporters know that what
makes the place tick is its connectivity to the outside world. Start-ups, for one, hoping to interest investors must
also learn to move beyond their geographical boundaries and develop effective global strategies.
Countries like China, India, Korea, Japan and Singapore have all grown their economies by tapping on global
opportunities and resources, like human talent. Likewise, high-tech start-ups must look outwards for opportunities
and connections to grow their businesses or risk losing lucrative markets to competitors. “A company needs the best
of everything – technologies, marketing, manufacturing, and so on – and the best is found not within one country or
on one continent,” said Miller.
In a similar vein, Singapore has a leg-up in tapping resources from outside of the city-state. Because the country is
well connected to other countries, there are more opportunities and potential markets to look at, he noted. But
ultimately, entrepreneurs must be able to sell; to convince potential investors that their business idea is viable.
“When I was working at Mayfield and someone showed me a prospectus on a new idea, I would ask them a few
questions. First, does it work? Second, who wants it? Third, what are doing to bring it to fruition? And the last is
this: Is this the right management team? More attention to this business side is important.
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